
Lendico
Connecting 
borrowers and 
lenders online.
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Banking is 
essential, 
banks are not.
 - Bill Gates, 1994 -
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The global lending marketplace

Ever since the financial crisis of 2008, it has become 
increasingly difficult for high quality borrowers 
to obtain consumer or business loans. Even more 
challenging is the possibility of finding high yields 
for your money. Lendico, the only German lending 
platform for both consumer and business loans, 
positions itself as an intermediary between these 
two interest groups and connects investors and 
borrowers. 

Since launching in December 2013, Lendico 
expanded in seven countries across three 
continents.

The application volume of loans for smaller 
businesses and consumers passed € 2.0 billion. 
Lendico will grow further and continue finding 
alternative financial solutions for new borrower groups 
and investors.

Lendico - the international online 
marketplace for business and 
consumer loans

The global consumer credit volume lies at over 
$ 12 trillion. Within the seven countries, in 
which Lendico is active, the market reaches  
$ 800 billion. 

$ 12 trillion 

Source: Euromonitor, Google, CHECK24, Lendico research

Potential P2P market volume

Potential Lendico P2P market volume

Realised P2P market volume

350,000 
Users  



Lendico constitutes a win-win-situation: our borrowers profit from a comfortable 
online process and favourable rates - our investors receive access to a new class of 
assets, which has been privilege to banks only before, and secure themselves high 
return rates, and monthly repayments directly into their bank accounts.

A new balance
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1. Intelligent products for 
ultimate user experience 

Simple and stringent processing 
from consumer application to loan 
servicing.

Interest rates         Yield      
Interest rates

High costs:
e.g. expensive branches and old technology

Efficient system:
Beneficial low cost structure

Bank Lendico

ON THE WAY TO GLOBAL LEADING 
ONLINE LENDING MARKETPLACE 
AFTER TWO YEARS:

2. Advanced scoring and 
underwriting

Technology supported underwriting 
enables a highly efficient credit appraisal 
system. New scoring methods using Big 
Data serve for an accurate risk assess-
ment.

3. Risk-adjusted pricing for 
competitive rates

Lendico offers competitive rates in 
each country -  set according to a 
transparent and fair pricing scheme.

4. Integrated collection processes

Lendico applies a rigorous collection 
process according to local best practices 
partnering with major external agencies.

COUNTRIES CONTINENTS

350,000
USERS

€ 2.0 BN. 
OVER

LOAN REQUEST VOLUME

      Deposit rates



The Lendico process
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2. Lendico checks the credit risk and offers a personalised, risk-based 
interest rate to each borrower.

1. The borrower fills out a free online loan 
application and provides the necessary 

documents.

3.  Loan projects are listed on Lendico‘s marketplace 
and investors can view all published projects.

5. When a loan project is fully funded, Lendico 
transfers the money to the borrower.

4.  Investors decide how much they want to invest in a 
loan project and can easily diversify their portfolios.

8. Lendico offers investors a new asset class, which was 
previously only available to banks.

7.   Borrowers repay their loan in monthly 
installments, which Lendico transfers to the 

investors.

9. Lendico charges investors a service charge of 1 % on 
each received repayment.

6. Lendico charges borrowers a one-time success 
fee, based on the characteristics of the loan 

project.

Investor      Borrower
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CC
 Example 
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Within a couple of minutes the registra-
tion on Lendico's webpage is carried out 
and interested borrowers can hand in 
their offers for lending projects. 
Each investment project is classified 
from A (low risk) to E (high risk). Return 
rates are increasing simulanteously with 
ascending classes.

Investors choose projects based of their 
own risk and create their portfolio. Len-
dico offers investment options from 25 € 
for private borrowers, respectively 100 €
for SME borrowers onwards. Investors 
can register and invest in projects for 
free. A service charge of 1.00 % will be 
charged on each monhly repayment.
 

The investment projects are classified into five Lendico-risk-classes (A-E). As a measure to do so, an estima-
ted probability of default is used. Lendico does not guarantee on actually reaching the declared yield. 
Loan default endangers invested capital up to total loss. 
General rule: higher risks mean higher returns.
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Conservative Offensive

The individual asset strategy

Borrower data runs through a 
Lendico algorithm and is aligned 
with the creditworthiness of 
the respective General Credit 
Protection Agency i.g. SCHUFA or 
Creditreform.
Dependent on its risk a classifica-
tion into the categories A,B,C,D or  
E results.

With ascending classes, yields 
for borrowers increment respec-
tively.
However, with increasing yields 
of a project, the risk of default 
increases simultaneously.

Each borrower project runs 
through a filtering process, before 
getting approved and published 
on Lendico, ready to be crowdin-
vested.
Lendico asks its borrowers for the 
required documents, e.g. income 
confirmation (consumer loans) 
or annual statements (business 
loans).

2. Lendico's categories: 
Through risk analysis a division into 
five different classes takes place.

A EDB C

1. Strict quality controls: 
Approx. 10 % of all loan requests  
are accepted on Lendico. 

The scoring process  
How does it work?

%

3. Investor interest chances:
An investment in a project 
category C currently offers 7 % 
interest chances.

Example for a private borrower of 
category C:

- Good income and education
- 48  months loan term

- No children inhouse

321
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Positive independent test reports  
and satisfied consumers underline 
Lendico's superior offer

Lendico is recognised as leading lending marketplace by 
independent tests

„65% more favourable than my bank”

1 Source: Bain/Research Now Net Promoter Score surveys (2013)
2 Based on a survey among Lendico borrowers

A Lendico-User on ZDF-Morgenmagazin (07.01.2015)
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Lendico‘s  superior offering already confirmed 

by customer feedback - Net Promoter Score (NPS) 
Lendico vs. German Banks
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Highest traditional bank1

Highest direct bank1

Lendico NPS = 93%2
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Our borrowers

Kerbholz, 
Label

Kerbholz, 
Fashion Label

“Banks had us starving. Without Lendico 
`Kerbholz´ would not exist today. Lendico un-
derstood our needs and delivered promptly.“

The brand “Kerbholz“ creates and sells sunglasses and 
watches made from sustainably produced wood.

Wilhelm  Braun,  
Pharmacist
“Thanks to a loan from Lendico, I was able to 
increase my wholesales volume.“

Wilhelm Braun, an independent pharmacist, prefinanced 
his pharmaceuticals through Lendico‘s help.

With Lendico‘s help, Jennifer P. was able to move back to 
her hometown and furnish her new flat the way she al-
ways dreamed of. 

Jennifer P., 
Private Borrower

“ For my new flat in Berlin 
I bought a typical Ameri-
can fridge – something I 
dreamed about for a long 

“ For my new flat in Berlin I bought a typical 
American fridge – something I dreamed about 
for a longtime. “



www.lendico.de

Jörg Jäger
GFD - Gesellschaft für Finanzkommunikation mbH  
jaeger@gfd-finanzkommunikation.de
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